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Accommodation and gastronomy

Hiking on the Mullerthal Trail also 
means to discover the culinary 
and gastronomic highlights of the   
Mullerthal Region – Luxembourg’s  
Little Switzerland. Numerous res-
taurants offer traditional meals 
made with excellent regional pro-
duce. 

The French cuisine is quite present in the region. The good 
wines and the Luxembourgish Crémant make of each dish a 
gourmet meal.

The accommodation in the Mullerthal Region – Luxem-
bourg’s Little Switzerland ranges from modern youth hostels 
over camp sites and rustic pods and apartments to four and 
five-star hotels that offer a relaxing and enjoyable stay for 
every traveler.

Regional products made in the region are suitable for your 
lunch box or as souvenir. There is meat, cheese, confection-
ery, wine and liqueurs. Beautifully wrapped in a gift basket 
they make a pleasure for everyone.

100% attractive
The Mullerthal Trail offers a variety of attractions which make 
each hike a unique experience:
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100% quality
The Mullerthal Trail meets the quality standards of modern 
hikers, with its close-to-nature paths, beautiful views, natural 
attractions and continuously signposted tracks.
The European Ramblers’ Association was convinced by the 
quality of the path and granted it with the label “Leading 
Quality Trails - Best of Europe”. 

100% nature
The Mullerthal Trail takes you through the diverse landscapes 
of the Mullerthal Region – Luxembourg’s Little Switzerland – 
with its bizarre rock formations and extensive ancient forests, 
along mossy brooks, through narrow gorges and across pla-
teaus offering fine views.

In addition to the main trail, an extensive network of local 
hiking circuits invites you to explore the region along the 
Sûre, the Black Ernz and the White Ernz. Guided hikes can 
be booked.

The Mullerthal Trail and the ExtraTours are signposted with 
the following route markers: 

 Mullerthal Trail   ExtraTours

 Route Length  Degree of difficulty*
 Mullerthal Trail ExtraTour A 22 km average
 Mullerthal Trail ExtraTour B 13 km average
 Mullerthal Trail ExtraTour C 9 km easy
 Mullerthal Trail ExtraTour D 31,5 km average
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* based on the metres to climb

100% variety
Each of the three loops of the Mullerthal Trail has its specific 
character. Routes 1 and 2 pass through Echter nach. This me-
dieval town with its former Benedictine monastery is the cul-
tural and tourist center of the region. 
The typical landscape of Route 1 includes rocks, forests and 
grasslands. 
Route 2, in the heart of Luxembourg’s Little Switzerland, 
takes the hiker to and through the most spectacular rock for-

mations and Route 3 features romantic brooks, deep valleys 
and medieval castles.
Four ExtraTours and numerous local circuits, with manifold 
additional highlights, complete the offer.

Long distance or circular hikes can be undertaken from any 
starting point, according to interest and time. For detailed in-
formation and tips, visit www.mullerthal-trail.lu.

 Route Length Degree of difficulty*
 Mullerthal Trail Route 1 38 km average
 Mullerthal Trail Route 2 37 km difficult
 Mullerthal Trail Route 3 37 km average


